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2 Ciains. (C. 146-73)

The present invention relates to the slicing of berries,
particularly strawberries, into halves, and more specifical
ly, relates to means for slicing strawberries along the
center line of the hull.
The invention is concerned especially with the slicing
of strawberries of varieties which are more or less pear
shaped, as distinguished from varieties which have a
more spherical shape, although this invention may be
used for berries of any shape.
.
There is a considerable demand in the market at pres
ent for frozen strawberries which are sliced in half, since
Such halved berries are desired for use in fancy desserts,

fruit cocktail mixtures, etc. But, in the case of the more
pear-shaped varieties of strawberries, if the berries are not
sliced in half through the center line of the hull the re
sulting berry halves will be different in size and will not

meet the requirements of the particular market for the
Same. This will be readily understood, for, when a pear
shaped berry is sliced in two transversely with respect to
the center line of the hull the lower half is much smaller
than the upper cr hull half, and different in shape, and as
a result the two berry halves are less attractive in appear
ance than Would be the case if the slicing had taken place
along the center line of the hull.

With the mechanical slicers used heretofore for straw
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panying drawings.
In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the entire device;
Figure 2 is a top plan view of the same;
Figure 3 is a fragmentary end elevation of the device
taken at the discharging end on the line indicated at
3-3 in Figure 2;
Figure 4 is a sectional elevation on line 4-4 of Fig
lure 2,
Figure 5 is a fragmentary perspective end view of a
portion of the troughs or channels along which the berries
are caused to travel to the slicing knives and by which
the berries are positioned for slicing; and
Figure 6 is a side elevation of one of the slicing knives.

Referring first to Figure 1, a vibrating or oscillating
frame assembly, indicated in general by the reference char
acter 1, is mounted on a skeleton supporting structure
10 by means of two pairs of arms which are pivotally and
20 adjustably mounted for oscillation in vertical planes, the
arms of each pair being located respectively at opposite
sides. Both pairs of arms extend upwardly and are set
to slope slightly rearwardiy (thus towards the left as
viewed in Figure 1), the rear pair of arms 2 being set to
25 slope further from the vertical than the forward pair of
arms 13. The arms of the forward pair 3 are secured to
a transversely-extending shaft 13. A downwardly
extending actuating arm 4 is also secured to the shaft 3'
and in turn is pivotally connected with a pitman rod 15,
30 actuated by an eccentric mechanism 16 driven by a motor
M. Thus operation of the motor M causes oscillation of
the entire frame assembly 11.
This mounting for the frame assembly 11, for the ex
preSS purpose of producing a special rapid oscillatory
35 vibration, is similar to the oscillatory mounting and mech
anism described and illustrated in more detail in my U. S.
Patent No. 2,601,411, issued under date of June 24, 1952,
entitled "Vegetable and Fruit Washer.” Due to the fact
that the two pairs of rockable arms 2 and 13 are not
40 parallel and to the fact that the rear pairs of arms 12 are
inclined at a greater angle from the vertical than the for
ward pair of arms 13, a composite oscillatory movement
will be imparted to the frame assembly 11 which oscil

berries it has not been possible to hold the individual
berry in any pre-determined position for slicing the berry
in half. Consequently, the slicing of berries in half for
the special market above referred to, has been generally
restricted to the more spherically shaped varieties of
Strawberries. On the other hand, some of the pear
shaped varieties, when sliced in half along the centerline
of the hull, present an even more attractive appearance
than the rounder berries, and such pear-shaped varieties
Inay be also more desirable for reasons of taste, firmness, 45 latory movement will be referred to later.
The strawberries are hulled before their delivery to the
etc.
machine, but it is assumed that the berries will not pre
A Special object of the present invention accordingly, is
viously have been sorted as to size. Since, in order to
to provide an improved mechanical slicer, suitable for
the requirements for the particular market for first
slicing strawberries in half, which will slice pear-shaped meet
berries uniformly down along the center line of the hull. 50 quality sliced strawberries, it is necessary to have these
berries fairly uniform in size, the device is provided with
One of the difficulties of slicing strawberries, particu
means first for eliminating undersize as well as oversize
larly ripe and juicy berries, is to make the straight cut
through the berry without crushing or mutilating the berries before any berries reach the slicing knives.
A receiving pan or shelf 17 for the berries is located
berry. Another object of the present invention is to pro
at the top in the rear of the frame assembly 11. This
vide an improved mechanical slicer for strawberries in
receiving pan 17 discharges onto a grating 18 (see also
which the desired slicing will take place without any
Figure 2), the longitudinally-extending parallel bars of
crushing or appreciable squeezing of the berries.
which grating are set far enough apart to let all but the
A further object of the invention is to provide a prac
oversize berries drop down through the grating 18 to
tical machine for handling and slicing strawberries which
will automatically grade the berries by sorting out both 60 a second lower grating 19. The second lower grating
19 is similar to the upper grating 18 except that the bars
oversize and undersize berries, then slicing the remain
are spaced closer together in order to retain the berries
ing berries in half after properly positioning them for
desired for slicing while permitting berries which would
slicing, and will perform these Successive functions with
be regarded as too small for the particular desired run
out requiring any special care or attention on the part of
of sliced berries to be separated out. These undersize
the operator.
65
berries drop through the lower grating 19 onto a suit
An additional object of the invention is to provide an
able
conveyor 20 or endless belt, which is located below
improved machine, capable of operating as above indi
the lower grating 19 and below the vibrating frame as
cated, which will be simple in construction and which sembly
and which conveyor moves transversely with
will not involve any particular maintenance or operating respect to1 the
machine.
70
problems.
The rotation of the eccentric 16 causes the pairs of
These objects and additional advantages are achieved
arms 12 and 13 to oscillate in comparatively small arcs.
in a manner which will be explained in the course of the
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Since both pairs of arms are positioned at angularity with

the vertical and Swing towards and from the vertical, and
since the rear pair of arms 12 are sloped at a greater
angle. from the vertical than the forward pair of arms
53, the frame assembly i1 moves up and down as well 5
as forward and back with each rotation of the eccentric
16, and the up and down travel of the rear end of the
frame assembly 11 is greater than the up and down travel
cf the forward end. As a result, the strawberries which
are supported in the frame assembly receive a pulsating 0
impetus causing them to travel towards the right (as
viewed in Figures 1 and 2) and thus towards the discharg
ing end of the assembly.
The oversize berries, which have been retained by the
top grating 18, move along this grating until they reach
a discharging pan 21 which leads them off to one side
and from which they drop away from the frame assem
bly into a collecting receptacle (not shrown) or onto a
suitable conveyor located at the side of the frame assem
bly. The berries which remain in the frame assembly, 20
thus the berries retained on the lower grating 9, will be
the ones desired for slicing in half.
A series of ridged pans (there being three in the device
as illustrated), which pans are illustrated by the refer
eace characters 22, 23, and 24, are mounted on the frame 25
assembly beginning at the termination of the lower grat
ing 9. These pans 22, 23 and 24 are all similarly formed
with parallel W-shaped longitudinally-extending identical
troughs 36 (Figures 3 and 5). While a single ridged
pan could be substituted in place of the several pans 30
shown, the use of a series of shorter pans is preferable

as a convenience in the removing of the pans for clean
ing or for replacement.
The size, that is to say, the width and depth of the
individual troughs 36 and the angle at which the walls

of the trough are inclined, will be governed to some ex

ent by the average size of the berries to be sliced. Thus,
as indicated in Figure 3, the width of the trough at the
top will preferably correspond more or less to the upper
or maximum diameter of the pear-shaped strawberries.
The berries to be sliced move along the grating 19
until they reach the first ridged pan 22 and are deposited
in the troughs of this pan. Then they proceed to move
along the troughs of the pans under the impetus received
from the composite oscillatory motion of the frame as
sembly in which the gratings and the pans are mounted.
Regardless of the position of the individual berries at the
moment they are first deposited in the troughs of the
pan 22, they will almost immediately assume a uniform
position with the large or hull end uppermost. Once.

having assumed this position, each berry will maintain
the same position while continuing its travel along the
corresponding troughs of the successive pans. The pulsat
ing impetus under which the berries travel causes them
to slide along the troughs while maintaining their same
position, and there is no tendency for the berries to roll
over or change in position as they are moved or slid

along. This is an important factor and feature in the
The slicing knives are positioned in the discharging
end of the last ridged pan 24. The knives 25 are cir
cular and identical, each knife being located in one of
the troughs. The knives are mounted vertically and
are secured in position on a common shaft 26, each knife
extending in the same plane as the bottom line of the
trough in which it is located. The knives are driven
invention.

tance above the bottom line of the respective trough.
However, for some types, grades or sizes of berries, the
bottom tips of which might extend substantially to the
bottoms of the troughs, it may be desirable to have longi

berries to be sliced may be somewhat soft the knives with

serrated
portions will produce the smooth straight cut asrequired in perfect slicing. .

The fact that the berries are caused to move agains
the knives and that they continue such movement when
engaged by the knives is also an important factor in en
abling the slicing action to take place without the em
ployment of any additional means for holding the berries
in proper position while being sliced, and without any
possibility of crushing or mutilating the berries during
the slicing operation. As previously mentioned, the in
clination of the trough walls corresponds more or less to
the sloping sides of the berries being processed, and it
is to be understood that pans with troughs having walls
differently inclined may be more suitable for a particu
lar type of berry. A conveyor 29, located at the dis
charging, end of said assembly, receives the berries after
the slicing.
Although the invention has been described for use in
slicing strawberries, and especially the somewhat pear
shaped berries, it can, of course, be used for other fruits
such as pitted cherries, etc. However, its main use is in
the slicing of strawberries in half since the slicing of straw
berries presents particular problem to the solution of
which the present invention has been specially directed.

1. In a berry slicer of the character described, a rigid
pan formed with a plurality of identical, parallel, V-shaped
troughs extending from one end of the pan to the other,
the depth of each trough being greater than the average
center line length, from the stem end to the opposite end,
of the berries to be sliced, the two walls of each trough
forming a dihedral angle of such size that the spacing be
tween said walls at their top edges will slightly exceed the
maximum diameter of the berries to be sliced, whereby
pear-shaped berries, deposited on said pan and in said
troughs, will be supported spaced above the bottom vertex
50 lines of the troughs and will tend to arrange themselves
with said center lines lying substantially in vertical planes
bisecting said dihedral angles of the respective troughs,
means connected with said pan for imparting a special
oscillatory motion thereto so as to cause berries in said
troughs to move along said troughs to the discharging end
of said pan, and a rotating cutter knife in each trough near
the discharging end positioned in said vertical bisecting
plane of the trough, the bottom of said knife located close
to the vertex in the bottom of the trough, whereby berries
60 deposited in the receiving end of said pan and trough will,
upon reaching said knives, be sliced in half substantially
along said center lines of said berries.
2. The combination set forth in claim 1 with the addi
tion of means for depositing berries of selected size in the
65 receiving end of said troughs, and with serrated slicing
edges on said rotating knives.
40
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In the slicer illustrated the bottom edges of the rotat
ing knives (Figures 3- and 6) are spaced a short dis

the knives so that the knives extend down slightly into
While the slicing of the berries can be accomplished
by rotating knives having a continuous knife-like edge on
their peripheries, I have found that even uniformly better
slicing can be done when portions of each knife periphery
are serrated, as illustrated in Figure 6. Serrating por
tions of the peripheries of the knives will prevent the
possibility of there being any "feather edge” in the cut
which is made through the berry and also any possibility
that the cut will be slightly concave. Even though the
the slits.

I claim:

rapidly in counter-clockwise direction, as viewed in Fig
ure 1 and as indicated by the-arrows, by means of a

motor M2.

4.
tudinal slits in the bottoms of the troughs and to lower
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